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ABSTRACT
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan
wind tunnel of the aerodynamic loads and the static longitudinal and
lateral stability of a missile-booster combination and its various
components. The Reynolds number range of the test was 2.4 x lO 6 to
2.9 x lO 6. Included are some effects of various controls and separately
measured loads on wing, tip aileron, rudder, booster, booster separating
surface, booster fin, and booster yaw and pitch thrust chambers.
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PARTI - FORCESTUDYAT MACHNUMBERS
FROM1.77 TO3.51"
By JamesD. Church and Nancy L. Taylor
SUMMARY
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan
wind tunnel to determine the aerodynamic loads and the static longitud-
inal and lateral stability of a O.05-scale model of the XSM-64ANavaho
missile and booster and its various components. Tests were conducted
through a Machnumber range of 1.77 to 3.51 with a corresponding Reynolds
numberrange of 2.4 X 106 to 2.9 X 106. Results are presented for an
angle-of-attack range of -8° to 4° for the missile-booster combination
and -i0 ° to i0 ° for the missile-alone configuration. Tests for both
configurations were conducted through an angle-of-sideslip range of -8°
to 8° . Also presented are someeffects on the model characteristics of
the deflection of various components including canard, tip aileron,
vertical stabilizer, speed brakes, and booster pitch and yaw thrust
chambers. The various componentson which loads were measured include
the wing, tip aileron, rudder, booster, booster separating surface,
booster fin, and booster yaw and pitch thrust chambers. These data are
presented without analysis.
INTRODUCTION
An investigation was conducted on a O.05-scale model of the XSM-64A
Navahomissile and missile-booster combination in the Langley Unitary
Plan wind tunnel. This configuration represents a surface-to-surface
missile intended for long-range supersonic operation within the atmosphere.
*Title, Confidential.
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The system is initially boosted to a Machnumber M of approximately
3.5 by a liquid-rocket package suspendedbeneath the missile. After
the missile separates from the booster, a cruise flight at M = 3.2 is
provided by the missile's ram-jet engines. Uponreaching the target area,
the missile dives (with speed brakes extended) at approximately M = 1.8.
The purpose of the present investigation was to determine the total
forces acting on the missile and the portion of these loads carried by
the booster and the various model lifting and control surfaces. Data
for the missile-booster combination were obtained at Machnumbersof 2.29,
2.75, 3.22, and 3.51 for angles of attack from -8° to 4° . Missile-alone
measurementswere madeat Machnumbersof 1.77, 2.75, and 3.22 for angles
of attack from -i0 ° to i0 °. The angle-of-s_deslip range for both of these
configurations was -8° to 8° .
The results presented consist of the separate forces and moments
measuredon models of the missile, booster, and various componentparts
of both the missile and booster. Included are someeffects of deflection
of the missile canard, aileron, rudder, and the booster thrust chambers.
In addition, several model modifications were examined. These results
are presented without analysis.
The force results presented herein are augmentedby a report on
pressure-distribution measurementsalready obtained for the same model
configurations. (See ref. i.) Included in this reference are pressures
measured on one of the booster thrust chambers with and without the jet
simulator.
SYMBOLS
In general, all data are referred to t_e body axes illustrated in
figure l(a). However, the three pitch components of the missile balance
(presented about the body axes for lateral tests) are referred to the
wind axes (fig. l(b)) for the pitch tests. A statement of the location
of the various moment reference points is contained in the section
entitled "Presentation of Results." Table ] lists the areas and lengths
upon which the coefficients are based and f_gure 2 gives additional per-
tinent information and indicates the location of the various reference
centers.
A base area of thrust chambers, sq ft
span of surface, in.


















model total axial-force coefficient,
model total pitching-moment coefficient,
model total rolling-moment coefficient,





model total side-force coefficient, Fy/qS W
model total lift coefficient (wind axis), FL/qS W
missile internal (two ducts) drag coefficient (wind axis)
model total drag coefficient (wind axis), FD/qS W






























booster normal-force coefficient at missile pitch center,
q_
booster axial-force coefficient at missile pitch center,
q_











































mean aerodynamic chord of surface, in.
base diameter of thrust chambers, in.
force normal to chord plane of surface or axis of component, ib
force along missile X-axis (fuselage reference line), ib
force perpendicular to normal plane of surface or axis of
component, ib
















force alone Xw-axis, ib
free-stream Mach number
moment about Y-axis passing through model, surface, or
component pitch center, in-lb
moment about X-axis of model or root chord of surface, in-lb
moment about Z-axis passing through model, surface_ or
component pitch center, in-lb
moment about Yw-axis, in-lb
mass-flow ratio based on free-stream conditions and inlet
capture area
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/3q ft
Reynolds number based on _W
surface area, sq ft
angle of attack referred to missile-fuselage reference line
(parallel to wing chord plane), deg
angle of sideslip referred to missile center llne, deg
angle of aileron relative to missile wing chord plane, deg
angle of canard surface relative to missile-fuselage reference
line, deg
angle of vertical stabilizer relstive to missile center line,
deg
angle of speed brakes relative tc missile-fuselage reference
line, deg
angle of booster pitch thrust chambers relative to axis shown
in figure 2(h), deg
angle of booster yaw thrust cham_,er relative to axis shown in
figure 2(h), deg
%_











missile wing (total surface)






booster pitch thrust chamber
booster yaw thrust chamber
MODELAND APPARATUS
The tests were conducted in both the low and high Mach number test
sections of the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel. This tunnel is of the
variable-pressure, return-flow type with test sections measuring 4 feet
square and approximately 7 feet long. Mach number may be varied contin-
uously from approximately 1.5 to 2.9 and 2.3 to 4.7 in the low and high
Mach number test sections, respectively, by means of asymmetric, sliding-
block nozzles.
Details of the model are shown in figure 2 and the geometric char-
acteristics are given in table I. Photographs of the model are presented
in figure 3.
The missile configuration (see fig. 2(a)) was comprised of a canard
surface mounted on an ogival nose section, a pair of side-mounted nacelles
faired to the body and containing the model inlet and duct systems, a
midwing affixed to the sides of the nacelles 0.I0 inch below the body
center line_ and a single all-movable vertical stabilizer mounted on
top of the rear of the fuselage.
The fuselage was circular in cross section from the Von K_rm_n nose
ogive rearward to the inlets. From the -i0 ° canted inlets aft, the cross
section was a blend of the circular body and the side-mounted nacelles
as shown in the upper half of figure 2(b). Control surface and wing
airfoils were 3.5 to 4 percent thick and modified biconvex in section.
All surfaces were swept 0° at the 50-percent-chord line and were set at
zero dihedral angle except the canard which was at an angle of 15° .
Canard, vertical stabilizer, and wing plan forms were trapezoidal. The
wing panels had triangular-shaped tip ailerons affixed to their out-
board ends.
The booster configuration consisted of a conical nose faired to a
cylindrical afterbody with two conical segments, separating surfaces
located about midwayalong the afterbody, and rear-located stabilizing
fins as illustrated in figures 2(a) and 2(b).
The booster fuselage was circular in cross section along its entire
length. Mounted externally along the cylindrical afterbody were several
simulated structural longerons. The phase cf the tests involving nozzle
measurementsemployed three nozzles affixed to the rear portion of the
booster as shownin figure 2(h). Also illu_trated in this figure are
several modifications to these nozzles, referred to as bug-eye and shroud
fairings. The jet simulator shownin this figure was not a part of the
basic model but was incorporated in an a_ter_t to determine the effects
of flow through the nozzle. (See ref. I.)
The booster was suspendedbeneath the missile by a balance that
measuredbooster forces and moments. Locat_:d well forward between the
missile and booster was an A-frame. (See f_g. 3(a).) This A-frame was
so mountedthat there was no interference iI_olved in the booster balance
measurements.
A six-component balance was mounted in the missile to obtain total
forces and moments. The forces and momentson the other componentswere
measuredby meansof individual strain-gage instrumentation as listed in
the following table:







Pitch and yaw thrust chambers
Normal force, pitching moment, and
bending mc_ment
Hinge momen-_
Normal forc,_, yawing moment,and
bending m_ment
Normal forc,_, axial force, and pitching
moment
Normal forc,_ and bending moment
Normal force, bending moment,and
pitching moment
Normal force, pitching moment,yawing
moment,_ side force
The main balance of the missile was attached to the central tunnel
support system by meansof various stings as illustrated in figure 2(i).
A rotary coupling and the central tunnel support system were employed
to obtain varying angles of attack simultaneously with varying angles of
sideslip.
TESTS
Tests were madeof the missile-booster combination and the missile-
alone configurations through an angle-of-attack range from about -8° to
4° and -i0 ° to i0 °, respectively, at approximately 0° angle of sideslip.
At angles of attack of approximately 0° and ±5° , tests were conducted
on both configurations for an angle-of-sideslip range from about -8° to
8° . All basic model tests were madewith a canard deflection of 0°.
Tests which were madeto determine the effect of deflection of the
missile canard surface on the various componentloads (and the canard-
control effectiveness) utilized deflections 5e of ±5° , and in some
cases ±i0 °. Effects of the missile wing-tip aileron were determined by
tests conducted at aileron deflections 5a of ±i0°_ 20°, and, for the
missile-booster combination, 30° . Missile rudder settings 5r of 5° ,
i0 °, and 15° were employed to determine the effects of this surface.
Determination of the effects of missile speed-brake deflection _SSB) was
accomplished by tests madeat deflections of I0 °, 30° , and 50° . The
effects of booster-thrust-chamber deflection were obtained at settings
of -i0 ° and 5° for the pitch nozzle (SpT) and 8° for the yaw nozzle (SyT).
Average test conditions of Maehnumber, stagnation and dynamic pres-







Stagnation pressure, Dynamic pressure, Reynolds number
















Stagnation temperature was maintained at 150 ° F for all Mach numbers
except 1.77 for which it was 125 ° F. The Reynolds number is based on
the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing.
i0
The use of sting mounting arrangements other than the basic arrange-
ment (sting A) (see fig. 2(i)) was necessary because the tests to deter-
mine the effects of missile rudder deflection (stings C and D) utilized
a remotely controlled motor which entirely filled the missile cavity nor-
mally occupied by the basic sting and also because the portion of the
investigation incorporating the booster thrust chamberrequired the use
of sting B to avoid shock interference with the chambers, which would
have resulted with the use of the basic sting. Table II is presented
to facilitate the identification of which tests were conducted with the
various sting arrangements.
Tests were madeto determine the effects of various added components
such as an A-frame_ located between the missile and booster, and the
following booster nozzle modifications: bug-eye fairings, shrouds, and
a jet simulator.
CORRECTIONSANDACCURACY
No corrections have been applied to the data to account for stream
angularity or buoyancy, inasmuchas the calibration of the test sections
had not been completed at the time of the tests. However, final calibra-
tion results showthat, although no measurable buoyancy exists, a correc-
tion should have been applied to the angle in the vertical plane of the
test section. The corrections for Machnumbersof 1.77, 2.29, 2.75 3.22,
and 3.51 have been found to be 0.45° , 0.35° , 0.25 °, 0.i0 °, and 0.106 ,
respectively. Inasmuch as the model wings _ere alined with the tunnel
vertical plane at zero angles of sideslip, cnly those angles (_ and _)
presented at _ _ 0 are in error.
The maximumdeviation of local Machnumber in the portion of the
tunnel occupied by the model was ±0.015 for all but the two highest Mach
numbers, where the deviation was ±0.035. T_e angles of attack and side-
slip have been corrected for deflections of the balance and sting under
loads. The total axial force, before resol_ion into drag coefficient,
was corrected for base and cavity pressures on both the missile and the
booster. The booster axial force has been corrected for the base and
cavity pressures of the booster only. In addition_ the total pitching
moment(with the booster mounted) has been _djusted to represent free-
stream static pressure acting on the booster base and cavity. A typical
variation of the axial-force coefficient du_, to the base and cavity pres-
sure for both the missile-booster and the m_issile-alone configurations
are contained in the results.
The estimated probable accuracy of the measuredquantities, based
on individual strain-gage calibrations and experience with repeatability
of the data, is as follows:
ll
Total loads:
CN, CL ......... ±0.012
CA, CD ......... ±0.0010















(C ,B)M........ ±o.oo 
(CA,B)M ........ ±o.ooo8
(Cm, B)M ........ ±0.001
Booster separating surface:
CN, S .......... ±0.013
Cb, S .......... ±0.007
Booster fin:
CN, F .......... ±0.015
Cm, F ......... ±0.0024
Cb, F ......... ±0.005











_, deg .......... ±0.2
_, deg .......... ±0.2
5a, deg ........ ±0.i
5e, deg ........ ±0.i
5r, deg ......... ±0.I
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The data obtained on the six-component missile balance are presented
about the body axis except for the pitch tests where the wind axis is
employed. Moment coefficients from this balance were taken about a point
on the fuselage reference line at 6 percent chord of the missile wing
mean aerodynamic chord (0.i inch above the chord plane and at missile
longitudinal station 53.00).
All other model component results are presented about axes fixed to
the model. Moment coefficients for the lifting surfaces were taken about
the root chord points illustrated in figure 2 (designated as reference
center). Positive bending moments are defined as the results of positive
normal forces. Loads obtained by the balance supporting the booster
f12
beneath the missile were measured with respect to the booster axes and
pitch center (booster station 40.22). These forces and moments were
then transferred to the missile pitch center for the presentation.
To facilitate location of the data for any particular configuration,
an abbreviated outline of figure content follows (see also table II):
Typical schlieren photographs .................







Pitch characteristics (wind axis) -
Effect of A-frame .....................
Effect of canard deflection ..............
Effect of booster nozzle .................
Effect of bug-eye fairing .................
Effect of nozzle shrouds .... _ .............
Effect of jet simulator ................
Effect of missile aileron actuator housing ........
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of A-frame .....................
Effect of rudder deflection ................
Effect of booster nozzle .................














Effect of A-frame ......................
Effect of canard deflection .................
Effect of aileron deflection ................
Lateral characteristic -






Effect of aileron deflection ................ 21
Rudder loads:
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of canard deflection ................






Effect of A-frame .....................
Effect of canard deflection ................
Effect of booster nozzle ................
Effect of bug-eye fairing ...............
Effect of nozzle shrouds ..............
Effect of jet simulator ..................
Effect of aileron deflection . . . _ ...........
Booster-separating-surface loads:
Pitch characteristics -
Effect of A-frame .....................
Effect of canard deflection ................
Effect of aileron deflection .............
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of A-frame .....................
Booster-fin loads:
Pitch characteristics -
Effect of canard deflection ................




Effect of nozzle deflection ................
Effect of bug-eye fairing .................
Effect of nozzle shrouds .................
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of nozzle deflection ................
Missile alone
Total loads:
Pitch characteristics (wind axis) -
Effect of canard surface ...............
Effect of canard deflection ..............
Effect of speed-brake deflection .............
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of canard and rudder surfaces ...........
Effect of canard deflection ..............
Effect of rudder deflection ................






























Effect of canard surface ................
Effect of canard deflection ...............
Effect of aileron deflection ...............
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of canard and rudder surfaces ...........
Effect of canard deflection ...............
Aileron hinge moment:
Effect of aileron deflection ................
Rudder loads:
Lateral characteristics -
Effect of canard deflection
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TABLE I
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE O.05-SCALE MODEL OF THE XSM-64A
Areas and lengths of all surfaces except the missile wing are based on the exposed portions of the surfaces.
Since the model total force and moment coefficients are based on total wing area_ the exposed area is
listed for reference purposes only for the case of the wing. The aileron area and span are listed for a
single tip aileron_
Area, sq ft ....................
Span, ft ......................
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft
Aspect ratio
Sweep of 50%-chord line ..............
Taper ratio ...................
Airfoil section perpendicular to 50%-ehord llne . .
Dihedral angle, deg ................















o.o39_ o.13o o.loo o.354 0.0600
0.195 0.504 0.396 1.000 0.267

































Fineness Cone angle, Base area, Cavity area,
ratio deg sq ft sq ft
Missile 7.60 22 0.0575 0.0284
Booster 10.87 28 0.0812 0.0376
k_
TABLE II









2.29 12.75 5-7, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 24, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37
i3.51
[3.22 Same as above; also 16(a), 19(a), 21(a), 30(a), 33, 36
f2.75! 16(b ) 19(b,c) 2_(b,c) 26-29, 30(b,c) 38-41






















Figure I.- System of axes. Arrows indicate directions of positive
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(a) General views.
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Center line of rotation
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(f) Booster separating surface.
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Reor of thrust chomber
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Viewed at section A-A
Top view





(h) Booster thrust chambers.
Figure 2.- Continued.
Sting A; missile-booster combination and missile alone. Sting C; missile-booster combination only.
f
Sting B, missile-booster combination and missile alone. Sting D; missile alone only.




(a) Missile-booster combination; sting A.













(c) Booster thrust chambers; sting B. L-95595
Figure 3-- Concluded.
M=2.29 M=2.75
M = 3.22 M:3.51
(a) Missile-booster cQmbination; _ = 0°; sting A. L-59-1866





M =2.75 M = 5,22





(c) Missile-booster combination; M = 2.75;
F:!gure 4.- Concluded.
Thrust c_mbers with _t simulator
L-59-1868
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Figure 5.- Typical variations of axial-force coefficient due to base
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(a) M = 2.29.
Figure 6.- Effect of A-frame on pitch characteristics of missile-booster
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(a) M = 2.29.
Figure 7-- Effect of canard deflection on pitch characteristics of
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(a) M = 2.75; with bug-eye fairing.
Figure 8.- Effect of booster nozzle on pitch characteristics of missile-
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(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 9.- Effect of bug-eye fairing on pitch characteristics of
missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted. SPT = -IO°;



























(a) M = 2.75.
Figure i0.- Effect of nozzle shrouds on pitch characteristics of
missile-booster combination with bug-eye fairing and A-frame
mounted. 5pT = 5o; 5yT = 0°; _ = 0.2°; sting B.
• ,,, O_













(a) M = 2.75.
Figure ii.- Effects of jet simulator mounted at rear of rocket nozzle
on pitch characteristics of missile-booster combination with A-frame
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CL
(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 12.- Effect of missile aileron actuator housing on pitch charac-
teristics of missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted.













































(a) M = 2.29.
Figure 13.- Effect of A-frame on lateral characteristics of missile-




















-4 -2 0 2 4
13, deg
(b) M = 2.75.
Figure 13.- Continued.















(c) _ = _,.22.
Figure 1_.- Continued.
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2 -I0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
13, deg
8 I0 12
(d) M = _.51.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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-I0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
B, de_
(a) M = 2.29; _ = -5.3°.
Figure 14.- Effect of rudder deflection on lateral characteristics of
missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted. 5e = 0°; sting A.
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IB, deg
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B, deg
(j) Concludec .
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-4 -2 0 2 4
13, deg
(z) M = 3.51; = = 5.1°.
Figure 14.- Continued.

















-I0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
B, deg
(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 15.- Effect of booster nozzle on lateral characteristics of
mlssile-booster combination with bug-eye fairing and A-frame mounted.
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(b) Concluded.
Figure 15.- Concl _ded.












-'0_-12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12
a, deg
(a) M = 3.22; sting A.
Figure 16.- Effect of aileron deflection on lateral characteristics of
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-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
a, deg
(a) M : 2.29.
Figure 17.- Effect of A-frame on pitch characteristics of missile wing.
Missile-booster combination; 5e = 0°; 8 = 0.3o; sting A.















-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
a, deg
(b) M = 2.75.
Figure 17.- Continued.
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e. deg
(a) M : 2.29
I0 12
F_gure 18.- Effect of canard deflection on pitch characteristics of
missile wing. Missile-booster combin_Ltion with A-frame mounted;
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a, deg
(c) M = 5.22.
Figure 18.- Continued.
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a, deg
(a) M = 3.22; st_ng A.
Figure 19.- Effect of aileron deflection cn pitch characteristics of
missile wing. Missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted;
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(a) M = 2.29; _ = -5.3 °.
Figure 20.- Effect of A-frame on lateral characteristics of missile
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(e) M = 2.75; o_ = -0.3 ° .
Figure 20.- Continued.
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(g) M = 5.22; _ = -5.2 ° •
Figure 20.- Continued.
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(a) M = 3.22; sting A.
12
Figure 21.- Effect of aileron deflection on aileron hinge-moment characteristics.
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-I0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 I0 12
B, deg
(a) M = 2.75; _ = -5 .00.
Figure 22.- Effect of canard deflection on lateral characteristics of
missile rudder at two rudder deflection:_. Missile-booster combina-
tion with A-frame mounted; sting C.
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(d) M = 3.22; _ ....5.0 °.
Figure 22.- Continued.
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IB, deg
(a) M = 2.75; _ : -'_.0°-
Figure 23.- Effect of rudder deflection on Lateral characteristics of
missile rudder. Missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted;
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(d) M = 3.22; _ = -5.0 °.
Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 24.- Effect of A-frame on pitch characteristics of booster.




























































(a) M = 2.29.
Figure 25,- Effect of canard deflection on pitch characteristics of
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(a) M = 2.75; with bug-,._yefairing.
Figure 26.- Effect of booster nozzle on pitch characteristics of
booster. Miss{le-booster combination with A-frame mounted;
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(a) _ = 2.75.
Figure 27.- Effect of bug-eye fairing cn pitch characteristics of
booster. Missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted;
SFr = -i°°; SYT = 0°; _ = 0"2o; stir:g B.
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Figure 28.- Effect of nozzle shrouds on pitch characteristics of
booster. Missile-booster combination with bug-eye fairing and
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(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 29.- Effect of jet simulator mounted at rear of rocket nozzle on
pitch characteristics of booster. Missile-booster combination with













(a) M = 3.22; s_ing A.
Figure 30.- Effect of aileron deflection on pitch characteristics of
booster. Missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted; Se = 0°;
B = 0.2 ° •
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(c) M = _.2_.
Figure }i.- Continued.
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Figure 32.- Effect of canard deflection on pitch characteristics of
booster separating surface. Misslle-booster combination with
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(b) M = 2.75.
Figure 32.- Conti:rmed.




(c) M = 3.22.
Figure 52.- Continued.
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(a) M = 3._1.
Figure 32.- Concluded.




Figure 33.- Effect of aileron deflection on pitch characteristics of
booster separating surface. Missile-booster combination with
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(a) M = 2.29; _ = ,-.5._ °.
Figure 34.- Effect of A-frame on lateral characteristics of booster








(b) M = 2.29; _ = -0.3°.
Figure 34.- Continued.
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p, deg
(f) M : 2.75; _ = 5.2 °.
Figure 34.- Continued.
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(a) M : 2.29
Figure 35.- Effect of canard deflection on pitch characteristics of
booster fin. Missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted;
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Figure 36.- Effect of aileron deflection on pitch characteristics of
booster fin. Missile-booster combination with A-frame mounted;







(a) M = 2.29; _ = -5.3 °.
Figure 37.- Lateral characteristics of booster fin.







O With A frame
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(g) M = 3.22; _ = -_.2 °.
Figure 37.- Continued.
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(z) M = 3.51; _ = 5.1°•
Figure 37.- Concluded.
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(a) M = 2.75; with bug-eye fairing.
Figure 38.- Effect of nozzle deflection on pitch characteristics of
pitch and yaw thrust chambers. Missile-booster combination with
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a, deg
(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 39.- Effect of bug-eye fairing on pitch characteristics of pitch
and yaw thrust chambers. Mlsslle-booster combination wlth A-frame
mounted; 5pT = -lO°; 5yT = 0°; B = o.2O; sting B.
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(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 40.- Effect of nozzle shrouds on pitch characteristics of pitch
thrust chamber. Missile-booster combination with bug-eye fairing
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(a) M = 2.75.
Figure 41.- Effect of nozzle deflection on lateral characteristics of
pitch and yaw thrust chamber. Missile-booster combination with bug-
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(b) M = 3.22°
























Figure 42.- Effect of canard surface on pitch characteristics of

















(a) M = 1.77.
Figure 43.- Effect of canard deflection cn pitch characteristics of




























(c) M = 3.22.
Figure 43.- Concluded.

























(a) M = 1.77.
Figure 44.- Effect of speed-brake deflection on pitch characteristics of
missile alone. 5 e = 0°; _ = 0.2o; sting A.
•parluT_.uoD -'11_i a.n_T,_
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(c) M = 3.22.
Figure 44.- Concluded.
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(a) m = -0.2 °
Figure 4_.- Effect of canard and rudder surfaces on lateral character-
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(b) o_ = 9.1 °,
Figure 4_.- Contir_ued.
































(a) M = 1.77; c_ = -5.3 °.
Figure 46.- Effect of canard deflection on lateral characteristics of
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(h) M = 3.22; _ = ,.0.2 °.
Figure 46.- Contin_ed.
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(a) M = 1.77; _ = -5.3 °-
Figure 47.- Effect of rudder deflection on lateral characteristics o£
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(e) M = 1.77; _ = 5.2 °.
Figure 47.- Contiaued.
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Figure 48.- Effect of
missile
(a) M = 1.7".
aileron deflection on lateral characteristics




















































Figure 49.- Effect of canard surface on pitch characteristics of missile
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(a) M = 1.77.
Fl_e 50.- Effect of canard deflection on pitch characteristics of
missile wing. Missile alone; _ = 0.2o; sting A.
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e, deg
(b) M = 2.75.
Figure 50.- Continued.
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(a) M = 1.77.
Figure 51.- Effect of aileron deflection on pitch characteristics of
missile wing. Missile alone; 5e = 0°; 8 = 0"2°; sting A.
268
-I0
(b) M = 2.7._.
Figure 51.- Continued.
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(a) _ = -0._ °.
Figure 52.- Effect of canard and rudder surfaces on lateral character-
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B, deg
(b) _ = 5.1 °.
Figure 52.- Concluded.











(a) X = 1.77; _ = -5.3 °.
Figure _3.- Effect of canard deflection on lateral characteristics of


















(b) M = 1.77; _ = -0-2o-
Figure 53.- Continued.
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(c) M : 1.77; _ : 5.2 ° •
Figure 53.- ContiILued.
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(f) M = 2.75; _ = 5.2 °.
Figure 53.- Continued.
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(a) M = 1.77.
Figure 54.- Effect of aileron deflection on aileron hinge-moment characteristics.
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(a) M = 1.77; _ = -5.0 °.
Figure 55.- Effect of canard deflection on _ateral characteristics of
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(b) M = 1.77; _ = -0.i °.
Figure 55.- Continued.
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(f) M = 2.75; _ : 5.0 °.
Figure 55.- Cont Lnued.
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(a) M = 1.77; _ = -5 .00.
Figure 56.- Effect of rudder deflection on lateral characteristics of
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(g) t,I = 3.22; c_ = -5.0 ° .
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(i) M = 3.22; e = !_.0°.
Figure 56.- Concluded.
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